20 at the end of the month, 2 sūt; dates, in the beginning of the month, 4 sūt; at the end of the month, 3 sūt 4 qaq; mustard, 3 pān 2 sūt; cres, 3 sūt; sesame, 1 sūt; wool, 1 mina. At that time, Jupiter was in Virgo; Venus was in Libra, at the end of the month, in Scorpius; Saturn was in Cancer, at the end of the month, [in Leo];

21 Mars was in Leo; Mercury, which had set, was not viable. That month, the river level receded 4 fingers.

22 Month VII, (the 1st of which was identical with) the 30th (of the preceding month), sunset to moonset: 12°. Night of the 2nd, the moon [.....]

23 Fr[om] Bēl-apla-iddin, son of Musallim-Bēl, descendant of Musānitu, which he wrote for his good health, which was from the property of [.....]

24 [.....] written.

Upper-edge
1 [Diary from month 1 to the end of month VI of year 2 of king Philip].

Left edge
1 [Diary from month 1 to the end of month VI of year 2 of king Philip].

No. 309

BM 40591 (= 81 4 28, 136)

Alexander IV year 7

Listed as LBAT 215

III. VI. VIII

Photo: P. 39

Obs.: "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]"

1 [.....] "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]"

2 [.....] "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]"

3 [.....] "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]"

No. 309

1 [.....] "[.....]" Month V, (the 1st of which was identical with) the 30th (of the preceding month), sunset to moonset: 13° 40'; overcast, gusty wind. Night [.....]

2 [.....] "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]"

3 [.....] "[.....]" "[.....]" "[.....]" Scorpius, the moon [having passed] 8 fingers [to the east ...]"
Calendar
Alexander IV 7  
IV 0  
0 = IV 30  
VI 0 = V 29  
300 Jul 17/18  
Aug 15/16  
Sep 13/14 (PD: Sep 14/15)

No. -308

BM 60078 (= 81-2-1,42) + 40105 (= 81-2-1,70)  
Alexander IV year 8

Listed as EBA 1916  
Volume IV

Photo: PI. 40

Ovbr.

[...]  
1. [MU] 8-KAM'[...]

2. [GE] 2 USAN dele-bat SIG ŞUR GIGIR šé SI 1½ KÜS 2 DIR AN ZA/TAN  
UTAH GE 3 SAG GE 4, DIR AN DIB GE 4 [.....]

3. [...] (MUL-BABBAR ) UTAH 1 SAG UNA LAL šé SIG DELE ŠE IGIG ABSIN 10  
SI dele-bat šé ŞUR GIGIR šé ULU 1 2/3 KÜS [.....]

4. [...] GE 8 SAG GE sin šé LUGAL 2 1/2 KÜS 8 GENNA ina PA U š[.....]

5. [...] GE 10 SAG GE sin šé IGIG DELE šé IGIG ABSIN 2 KÜS ina IGIG  
MUL-BABBAR 2 KÜS UNA ŞUC GUB [.....]

6. [...] [xš] x 8 [šU] 7 SUC AN UTAH i 12 6,30 SÇ DIR AN DIB KAMAL  
TUR "NIGIN" [.....]

7. [...] AN ZA GE 14 [nin GE] muš SAG GE še šé MUL šé SAD GIG-TAB 8 SI  
DIR AN ZA [.....]

8. [...] DIR AN ZA 14 DIR AN DIB (xš) KAMAL TUR "NIGIN" GE 15 DIR AN DIB  
15 DIR AN DIB IM SÂR GII GÜ U I [.....]

9. [...] 16/DIR AN DIB AN DUL-bat [xš] GE 17 7 DIR AN DIB USAN dele-bat  
e MI-MAŠ šé SACA 4 KÜS ina ZALAG GENG[N]A [.....]

10. [...] [xš] ina KIN-SIG GII GÜ [i] GE 18(or 19) SAG GE DIR AN DIB GIG  
GII GÜ U + IM SÀR ina ZALAG [.....]

11. [...] 19 GU.UR ina SÇ ina GU, AN IGI 20 ina 18 Y [IGI] GE 20 USAN  
GU.UR SÆ SIG ŞUR GIGIR šé SI 1 1/2 KÜS GU.UR UD 4 S[I ana..]

No. -308

1. [Year 8 of king Alexander, son] of Alexander; Seleucus was general; month I,  
the 1st of which was identical with] the 30th [of the preceding month]; sunset  
to moonset: [...]; clouds, I did not see the moon. Night of the 1st, overcast, rain shower  
.....

2. [...] Night of the 2nd, first part of the night, Venus was] 1 1/2 cubits [below the  
Taurus]. The 2nd clouds, were in the sky, rain shower. Night of the 3rd, beginning of the  
night, clouds crossed the sky. Night of the 4th, [.....]

3. [...] first part of the night, Jupiter, while moving back to the west, was 10 fingers  
below γ Virginis; Venus was 1 2/3 cubits above γ Tauri [.....]

4. [...] Night of the 8th, beginning of the night, the moon was 2 1/2 cubits behind α  
Leonis. The 8th, Saturn became stationary in Sagittarius [.....]

5. [...] Night of the 10th, beginning of the night, the moon was 2 cubits in front of  
γ Virginis, it stood 2 cubits in front of Jupiter to the west. [.....]

6. [...] 8 fingers, overcast, a little rain shower. The 12th, moonset to  
sunrise: 6 30', clouds crossed the sky, the sun was surrounded by a halo [.....]

7. [...] clouds were in the sky. Night of the 14th, [sunrise to moonrise: nm'], measured:  
beginning of the night, the moon was 8 fingers behind β Scorpii; clouds were in the  
sky [.....]

8. [...] clouds were in the sky. The 14th, clouds crossed the sky, [the sun]  
was surrounded by a halo. Night of the 15th, clouds crossed the sky. The 15th, clouds  
crossed the sky, gusty wind, lightning, a little thunder [.....]

9. [...] The 16th, clouds crossed the sky, rain DUL [.....] Night of the 17th, clouds  
crossed the sky: first part of the night, Venus was 4 cubits above γ Gemini; last  
part of the night, Saturn [.....]

10. [...] in the afternoon, lightning, a little thunder. Night of the 18th (or 19th),  
beginning of the night, clouds crossed the sky, lightning flashed continuously, a  
little thunder, gusty wind, last part of the night, [.....]

11. [...] The 19th, Mercurus's first appearance in the west in "Bull of Heaven";  
sunset to setting of Mercury: 20'. (ideal) first appearance on the 16th. Night of the 20th,  
first part of the night, Mercury was 1 1/2 cubits below β Tauri, Mercury being 4  
 fingers to [.....]